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The importance of hardware evolu4ons

Computa(onal chemistry diversifies:

Ø Quantum Chemistry
Ø Ar(fical Intelligence (neural networks …) 
Ø Molecular dynamics

Ø Lots of possibili(es for hardware now. CPUs, GPUs, QPUs, depending on the 
methodology. Although they are mul(-purpose (and double precision), CPUs are not 
the standard anymore in many fields.



The importance of hardware evolutions

We tend to forget it but Computational Chemistry applications are always intrinsicaly
related to the available HPC hardware and its evolution.

Ø Good news: HPC evolves quickly and goes stronger/faster
Ø Bad news: the community codes need to be adapted and it is not gonna stop… 

Ø Modeling complex systems (i.e. very large and/or with lots of electrons) requires an 
HPC strategy, especially as computational chemistry diversifies.



The importance of hardware evolutions

CPU GPU QPU



The importance of hardware evolu4ons

QPU

What’s could be the next big thing?
Quantum Computing for Computational Chemistry



The importance of hardware evolutions

QPU

- Quantum computer do exist but limited availibility (for now).
- Present generation: NISQ (noisy intermediate scale quantum) systems
- Number of Qubits from 2 to a few hundreds but in practice…no practical use 

beyond a few dozen
- Analogic machines or/and Quantum Gates programming
- Quantum simulators available (QML, Qiskit..) and mandatory
to test new algorithmics.
- Good to know: 1 Qubit per spin-orbital (basis sets!!!)



The importance of hardware evolutions

QPU

What can you expect? TesZng IBM’s Eagle (127 qubits)
On a real world chemical system: Benzene



Revised preprint available on ArXiv:arXiv:2203.05275
h>ps://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05275

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05275


Simulating Benzene on a quantum computer

System preparation using an in-house version of the
QLM simulator.

3 test cases:
- 4 electrons in 4 orbitals (8 qubits)
- All active π orbitals= Huckel (12 qubits)
- Beyond Huckel (16 qubitss)

- All others lower orbitals are frozen and 
considered as full. QLM is able to generate two subsets of 
orbitals



Simulating Benzene on a quantum computer

Variational quantum eigensolver: choice of the ansatz
- UCCSD
- Hardware efficient ansatz



Variational quantum eigensolver (VQE): 
Unitary coupled cluster (UCC) 
with extensions- practices and results

P. K. Barkoutsos, J. F. Gonthier, I. Sokolov, N. Moll, G. Salis, A. Fuhrer, M. Ganzhorn, D. J. Egger, M. Troyer, A. 
Mezzacapo, S. Filipp, and I. Tavernelli, Phys. Rev. A 98, 022322 (2018).

R. Grimsley, S. E. Economou, E. Barnes, and N. J.Mayhall, Nature communica>ons 10, 1 (2019).



§ Trial wavefunction:

UCCSD: 

: Hartree Fock ground state 

Unitary UCCSD operator: 

UCC Method 



UCCSD within Tro.er approxima4on 
with

First-order Trotter approx:

Trotter expansion to first order:



ØMP2 initial guess is very efficient around the equilibrium for weakly and strongly systems.

UCCSD simulations on QLM



UCCSD: comparison with Classical computation methods

§ Fails for bond length beyond 2.0 (𝑳𝑰𝑯,𝑯𝟔, 𝑶𝑯")



Problems of UCCSD for strongly correlated systems
• Higher scale of parameters and gate counts (ex. CNOTs)

• Redundant excitaGon terms: unnecessary high numbers  of parameters  i.e long circuit depth.
• Parameters opGmizaGon procedure  (iniGal guesses, MP2 Fails) test, consume high number of 

iteraGons to reach convergences (see example below)



ADAPT-VQE: 

§ R. Grimsley, S. E. Economou, E. Barnes, and N. J.Mayhall, Nature communications 10, 1 (2019).

Ø Goal to deal with Strongly correlated systems. 

Ø Convergence: Norm of the gradients <  threshold 𝝐𝒎 = 𝟏𝟎"𝒎 (𝒎 = 1,2,3).  



ADAPT-VQE
Ø Convergence: Norm of the gradients <  threshold 𝝐𝒎 = 𝟏𝟎"𝒎 (𝒎 = 1,2,3).  

Less number of intera5on Reduced circuit Depth



Compare UCCSD and ADAPT-VQE

Ø Less number of Parameters in the circuit

Ø Less number of CNOT gates



Back to Benzene: spatial distortion, 
UCCSD vs Hardware efficient ansatz



Back to Benzene: spatial distortion, 
UCCSD vs Hardware efficient ansatz



Noise issues.

T1: qubit lifetime
T2: qubit phase coherence

In the IBM: T1=T2=100µs

• UCC is more affected by 
decoherence noise than 
measurement noise.
• Opposite behavior fo HE: 
sensible to shot noise
• Depend on the landscape

What should be T1 to reach:
• 10-2 precision: 36ms
• 10-4 precision: 3.6s



Noise issues.

T1: qubit lifetime
T2: qubit phase coherence

In the IBM: T1=T2=100µs

• UCC is more affected by 
decoherence noise than 
measurement noise.
• Opposite behavior forHE

• QLM can be used to model 
noise: good noise model defined



Chemical precision

LIH, STO-3G: 
The difference between energy at each iteration and FCI



Chemical precision: we need better approaches

Open-VQE: a new software coming on top of QLM
With nearly ALL available algorithms.

Associated to an open source version of QLM for 
Quantum chemistry: my-QLM fermion

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05275

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05275


Chemical precision: we need beJer approaches
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Chemical precision: we need better approaches



Conclusion & Perspectives

Quantum Computing
• Better ansatze going beyong Adapt-VQE are required (essentially solved)
• More Qubit required to go to decent basis sets.
• Issues of noice on real machines (noise mitigations): 
HARDWARE is overhyped and not OK for applications. Simulators Era.
• Overall, basics are there in term of theory. We should focus on software
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